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ANCIENT INDIAN ASTRONOMY AND THE
ARYAN INVASION THEORY
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Astronomical references in ancient Vedic (Bra–hman. a and
Sam. hita–) texts do not support the Aryan Invasion Theory (AIT) as
proposed by western Sanskrit scholars more than 150 years ago.We have
examined this issue and present a comprehensive analysis relating to the
key astronomical references only and find that they consistently lead to
3000 BC, in contrast to AIT dates to 800 BC. Various shortcomings are
highlighted in the process as to the western Sanskrit scholars’
interpretations of verses on eka–s.t.aka leading to 3000 BC: the references
to Pha–lguna full moon marking new year which could only be dated to
3000 BC (new year at winter solstice) or 1200 AD (new year at spring) and
nowhere near 800 BC and other facts. The errors in known methods of
observations are also examined and estimated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nineteenth century European scholars recognized the close similarities
between Sanskrit and European languages, now called Indo-European languages.
Based only on this similarity and without any hard evidence [Klostermaier 2007],
they proposed the Aryan Invasion Theory which claimed that Aryan tribes invaded
India about 1500 BC. The R. g Veda is the oldest text. Later Vedic texts,
Sam. hita–s and Bra–hman. as are dated to 1000-800 BC. AIT has always been
controversial and many scholars from the 19th century onwards have opposed it
[Bryant 2001, Klostermaier 2007]. AIT continues to be dominant among western
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Sanskrit scholars and others who rely on their authority. No evidence has been
found in 150 years for any invasion. Klostermaier [2007, p. 21] states,

“The AIT is based purely on linguistic conjectures which are
unsubstantiated.”

To overcome the lack of evidence for an invasion an even more speculative
Aryan Migration Theory, with similar dates,has been proposed.Most scientists,
archaeologists [Bryant 2001, 2005, Biswas 2004, Chakrabarti 2006] and geologists
[Valdiya 1996, 2002, Gupta 2004] oppose AIT/AMT as hard evidence points
against it instead of supporting it.

Astronomical references offer a direct method to date Vedic texts. Weber
(1861) was the first (Sanskrit) scholar to recognize the importance of this method.
The key verses are in Kausƒitaki– [Keith 1920], Sƒatapatha [Eggeling 1882-
1900] and Pan‚cavim. sƒa [Caland 1931] Bra–hman.as and in Taittiri–ya Sam. hita–

[Keith 1914]. Thibaut’s article [Thibaut 1895] is influential to this day among
western Sanskrit scholars (or Sanskrit scholars henceforth). Weber and Thibaut
dated key verses to 800-1000 BC. Their interpretations gained acceptance amongst
Sanskrit scholars and other supporters of AIT.

In contrast, in 1893-94, Jacobi [1894] and Tilak [1893] interpreted key
references to 4000 BC and were supported by Buhler [1894]. Tilak [1893, Ch.5
and p. 213] interpreted an astronomical myth in Aitareya Bra–hman.a to imply
that it referred to the shifting of the equinox from Mr.gasƒirs.a to Rohin. i

– naks.atra.
That is, sun in Mr.gasƒirs.a marked equinox in an earlier period (4000 BC) and sun
in Rohin. i

– marked equinox in the Bra–hman.a period (3000 BC). Dikshit [1895]
interpreted verses in Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.as as Kr.ttika– rising on true east and
dated it to 3000 BC. Since then, most scholars with scientific backgrounds have
proposed similar dates for these and other astronomical references. Sanskrit
scholars have strongly disagreed and questioned these interpretations.

We present the correct interpretations and analyses of key astronomical
references and show that they consistently lead to 3000 BC. This also allows us
to examine the interpretations and analyses of Sanskrit scholars. Some of the
shortcomings are due to unfamiliarity with scientific analysis. At other times, they
have no understanding of the consequences of their own interpretations. For
example, Sanskrit scholars are completely unaware that they have correctly
interpreted verses on Eka–s.t. aka to 3000 BC for the last 80 years.
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2. NATURE OF THE SCHEME OF NAMING MONTHS AFTER NAKS.ATRAS

We first determine the correct lunar month scheme used in the Vedic
period. At present, there are two lunar schemes in vogue where months are
named after naks.atras. In the pu–rn. ima–nta (pu–rn. ima-anta or full-moon ending)
scheme prevalent currently in northern India, the dark fortnight of waning moon
is followed by the bright fortnight of waxing moon, lunar months end on full-moon
and new-moon of every month is 15 days before full-moon. In the a–manta
(ama–vasya-anta or new-moon ending) scheme prevalent in Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka and Maharashtra, the bright fortnight of waxing moon is followed by
the dark fortnight of waning moon, lunar months end on new-moonand hence,
new-moon of every month is 15 days after full-moon.

For example, the month of Ma–gha implies a full-moon near Ma–gha naks.atra
in both schemes. Ama–nta Ma–gha month ends on the new-moon that is 15 days
after Ma–gha full-moon and pu–rn. ima–nta Ma–gha month ends on Ma–gha full-moon.
Pu–rn. ima–nta Ma–gha new-moon is 15 days before Ma–gha full-moon and is the
same as ama–nta Pusya new-moon. Sanskrit scholars interpreted pu–rn. ima–nta
and ama–nta Ma–gha new-moons to be those that precede and follow Ma–gha full-
moon.The longitude [Abhyankar 1991] of Ma–gha λ (1950) is 149° and the
position of sun at Ma–gha full-moon would be 180° away at 329°. Since the sun
travels approximately 1° every day (360° in 365.25 days), the position of sun at
pu–rn. ima–nta Ma–gha new-moon would be 15° less at 314° and at ama–nta
Ma–gha new-moon would be 15° more at 344°. As the position of sun at winter
solstice is 270°, pu–rn. ima–nta Ma–gha new-moon at winter solstice implies a
precession of 44° and dates to 1100 BC, while ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon at
winter solstice implies a precession of 74° and dates to 3300 BC.

Vedic and post-Vedic texts unambiguously refer to the ama–nta scheme.
Contemporary references to the ama–nta scheme are SƒB 11.1.1.71 and verses on
eka–s.t.aka. SƒB 11.1.2.132 and TS 7.5.63 taken together also lead to the same
conclusion. Later texts, Maha–bha–rata (MB 14.44.2), Veda–n.ga Jyotis. a–,
Arthasƒa–stra and others refer only to the ama–nta scheme. They were all composed
in northern India. It is clear that the ama–nta scheme was in vogue in the Vedic
and post-Vedic period in north India. The lunar New Year begins (Uga–di) to this
day on the first day of the bright fortnight of Caitra in north and south India. It
indicates that when this (Citra–paks.a) calendar was adopted ~ 285 AD, the
ama–nta scheme was in vogue. It is also supported by the fact that the ama–nta
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scheme is referred to as mukhyama–na (primary) while the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme
is called gaunama–na (secondary). The pu–rn. ima–nta scheme currently prevalent
in north India is of recent origin, i.e. later than 300 AD.

There was an earlier lunar full-moon ending scheme with two full and new
moon days in a month. Month names Tapas, Tapasya (Sƒisƒira) Madhu, Ma–dhava
(Vasanta), Sƒukra, Sƒuci (Gri–s.ma), Nabha, Nabhasya (Vars.a–), Is.a, U– rja (Sƒarad)
and Saha, Sahasya (Hemanta) are found in SƒB 4.3.1.14-19, SƒB 8.2-8.7, TS
4.4.11 etc. This was a lunar (not solar) scheme as is clear from the 5-year yuga
in SƒB 8.1.4.8. A solar scheme would not begin new year after full-moon, a lunar
marker, and has a 6-year yuga (TB 3.10). TS 7.5.6 and SƒB 11.1.2.10-13 show
that both (full-moon ending and ama–nta) schemes co-existed for some time.

A basic difference exists between the earlier full-moon ending scheme in
TS and SƒB and the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme currently prevalent in north India. In the
former, new-year and the first lunar month began together after full-moon while
in the latter, new year begins after new-moon in the middle of the first lunar month,
which has already begun after full-moon. There is no evidence in Vedic texts for
the new-year and months to begin at different times. Sanskrit scholars have
created confusion by incorrectly interpreting Vedic verses in the pu–rn. ima–nta
scheme currently prevalent in north India. See also discussion on KB 19.3 later.

The pu–rn. ima–nta scheme is also incompatible with ideas of rebirth that
Sanskrit scholars believe originated in the Bra–hman.as and was fully developed
in the Upanis.ads. Keith [1920, p. 27] states “the concept of punarmr. tyu– implying
the conception of repeated deaths from which the idea of transmigration in due
course comes to full development.” The moon played a key role in the origin of
this idea. SƒB 13.2.6.114 states [Eggeling 1882] “who is it that is born again? - it
is the moon, doubtless, that is born again (and again)”. Aitareya Bra–hman.a AB
8.285 [Keith 1920] states “The moon at the conjunction (ama–vasya, new moon)
enters into the sun…He should say at the death of the moon… From the sun is
the moon born.”Clearly, the moon died on new-moon day and was reborn after
new-moon. SƒB 1.6.4.18-20 allegorically refers to the same idea. In the new-
moon ending ama–nta scheme, moon dies on the last day of the month and is
reborn on the first day of the new month, while in the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme, the
moon dies in the middle of the month. Only in the ama–nta scheme is the lunar
month aligned with the idea of rebirth of the moon. The new scheme was adopted
at the same time when ideas of rebirth were gaining in importance. This strongly
suggests that it was the ama–nta scheme that was adopted. Later, in the
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Cha–ndogya Upanis.ad [Jha 1942] ChU 5.10.1-46 (and Br. hada–ran. yaka
Upanis.ad 6.2.15-16), the day, bright fortnight and the northern course of the sun
are the path to the world of Gods and the night, dark fortnight and the southern
course of the sun are the path to the world of Fathers. Only in the ama–nta
scheme, do the 1st half of all time elements, day, month and year, (day/night,
bright/dark fortnight and northern/southern course of sun) correspond to deva–
yan.a and the 2nd half correspond to pitra–yan.a. The pu–rn. ima–nta scheme is in
conflict with ideas of rebirth in the Bra–hman.as and Upanis.ads. This explains the
lack of evidence for the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme of naming months after naks.atras
in Vedic texts.

3. INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS OF KEY ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCES

IN SAM. HITA– AND BRA–HMAN. A TEXTS

The key astronomical references in Vedic texts are interpreted and analyzed
below and, in addition, the interpretations and analyses of various Sanskrit scholars
are also examined.

3.1 Example

We describe a simple method to determine the date of the Bra–hman.a
period. Kausƒitaki– Bra–hman.a [Keith 1920] KB19.37 states that Ma–gha new-
moon marked winter solstice and Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a [Eggeling 1882]
SB 11.1.1.7 states that Vaisƒakha new-moon coincided with Rohin. i

– naks.atra.
Keith [1920] states “Kausƒitaki Bra–hman.a. has several points of contact with the
Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a (p. 37)” and “It is fair therefore to class these two texts
together, especially as they often agree on points of doctrine (p-45)”. As the
sequence of lunar months is Ma–gha, Pha–lgun.a, Caitra, Vaisƒakha, etc., Vaisƒakha
new-moon would occur three months after Ma–gha new-moon. In three months,
the sun would have travelled 90° on the ecliptic. Since Ma–gha new-moon was
symbolically at winter solstice (270°), Vaisƒakha new-moon would correspond
symbolically to 360° or 0°. SƒB 11.1.1.7 states that Vaisƒakha new-moon coincides
with Rohin. i

–. Hence, Rohin. i
– symbolically marked 0° (or equinox) in the Bra–

hman.a period.Currently, it has a longitude [Abhyankar 1991] λ(1950) of 70°,
which implies that precession of 70° has occurred since SƒB 11.1.1.7. At the rate
of 1° precession every 72 years, SƒB 11.1.1.7 is 5000 years removed from
present times and can be dated to 3000 BC. This method relies only on the fact
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that the Ma–gha and Vaisƒakha new-moons are three months apart. It does not
depend in any manner on awareness of equinoxes. Thus, Tilak’s conclusion that
Rohin. i

– marked equinox in the Bra–hman.a period is independently confirmed.

3.2 Kausƒƒƒƒƒitaki– Bra–hman.a KB 19.3

This verse states that winter solstice is marked by Ma–gha new-moon.
Oldenberg [MacDonnell 1914] interpreted it in the ama–nta scheme and it is
unclear if he was aware that it led to 3000 BC. Weber [MacDonnell 1914],
Thibaut [1895] and Keith [1920] interpreted it as pu–rn. ima–nta scheme based on
the later commentary of Vina–yaka. For the credibility of this method, MacDonnell
and Keith [1914, p. 160] state “The references to…pan‚caka yuga, cited by him
(Zimmer) from the Pan‚cavim. sƒa Bra–hman.a, occurs only in a quotation in a
commentary, and has no authority for the text itself.” That is, he dismisses an
opinion based on a commentary as “it has no authority for the text itself”. Hence,
one would imagine that Sanskrit scholars would give evidence from Vedic texts
for the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme.Till date none has been presented as none exists.
Also, in such a case TS 7.5.6 would not refer to both full and new moon ending
months as only the full-moon ending months would suffice for both calendrical
(Tapas… and Ma–gha…) schemes.

SƒB 11.1.1.7 states that Vaisƒakha– new-moon coincided with Rohin. i
– (70°,

λ(1950)). If interpreted in the  pu–rn. ima–nta scheme, the position of sun at Vaisƒakha
full-moon, 15 days later, would be at 85° [Abhyankar 1991] and the position of
full-moon would be at 265°, while Visƒakha– naks.atra is at 225°. That is, in the
month of Vaisƒakha, when the full-moon is to be near Visƒakha naks.atra, it is 40°
or 80 moon diameters away which is clearly unacceptable. Thus KB 19.3 should
have been interpreted in the ama–nta scheme since Sanskrit scholars were aware
of the similarities between SƒB and KB. Other evidences are described further
below. Instead, they relied on Vina–yaka’s later commentary without providing any
evidence for the  pu–rn. ima–nta scheme.

In 1931, Caland [1931] implicitly interpreted KB 19.3 in the ama–nta
scheme in his comments on eka–s.t.aka. Witzel [2001, p. 73] stated “KB 19.2-3,
however, already has ama–nta months”. Here is an explicit statement by a
Sanskrit scholar that KB 19.3 must be interpreted in the ama–nta scheme. This
leads to 3000 BC of which Witzel is clearly unaware.
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3.3 Origin of Maha–sƒƒƒƒƒivara–tri

The night between the 28th-29thday of every ama–nta month is called
ma–sa-sƒivara–tri [Abhyankar 1998]. The crescent moon rises before sunrise and
is its last visibility before new-moon. Observing the naks.atra of the crescent
moon implies that new-moon occurs in the next naks.atra. The naks.atra of new-
moon (and sun) could be determined even though the moon was invisible.
Abhyankar concludes that Maha–-sƒivara–tri or ama–nta Ma–gha sƒivara–tri would
be the longest sƒivara–tri [Abhyankar 1998] or closest to winter solstice. That is,
new year began with ama–nta Pha–lgun.a month when Maha–sƒivara–tri was initiated
in 3000 BC.

We reach the same conclusion. Maha–vrata was the second last day of
the year, before a full-moon or a new-moon near winter solstice. When new year
was changed to begin after new-moon, as in KB 19.3, some sƒivara–tri would
precede (be the night before) Maha–vrata day and hence, would be Maha–-
sƒivara–tri. Thus, ama–nta Ma–gha sƒivara–tri would precede Maha–vrata day. Also,
to this day, Maha–sƒivara–tri is considered to be a “Maha– Vrata”, i.e. major fast
or vow day. Thus, KB 19.3 refers to ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon leading to 3000
BC. A definitive explanation follows. Keith [1920, p. 26-27] states,

“There is therefore no doubt that Aufrecht is right in his declaration that
the period of the Bra–hman.as was one when the old polytheism was in a
condition of decline and the new faith which presents itself in Indian
religious history as Sƒaivism was gaining ground. It is impossible not to
feel in both (Aitareya and Kausƒitaki–) Bra–hman.as, as also in the Sƒatapatha,
that the figure of Rudra has a very different reality from that possessed
by the more normal members of the pantheon … The position of Rudra
in the Aitareya is one of high importance, but more significance attaches
to the names given to the god in the Kausƒitaki–. There are two of these
of special importance, Mahan Deva and Isana, which, as Weber long ago
pointed out, involves quite a special prominence of the deity as compared
with the other gods and indeed indicates a sectarian worship.”

Clearly, Sanskrit scholars believe that Sƒaivism originated from Rudra in
the Bra–hman.a period. As Sƒatarudri–ya was the most important litany to Rudra,it
follows that Maha–sƒivara–tri would be on the same day. “(Sƒatarudri–ya) displays
many features of classical Sƒaivism” is a recent view [Klostermaier 2007, p. 222].
Long 1972, 1983] has highlighted the bipolar nature of Rudra in Sƒatarudri–ya and
also of the symbolism of Maha–sƒivara–tri. Even now Sƒatarudri–ya is recited
repeatedly [Long 1972] on Maha–sƒivara–tri in Sƒiva temples. SƒB 9.1.1.448 and SƒB
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10.2.5.159  show that Sƒatarudri–ya was on Maha–vrata day. Thus,
Maha–sƒivara–tri or ama–nta Magha sƒivara–tri would be (the night preceding)
Maha–vrata day in the Bra–hman.a period leading to 3000 BC. (Later, Maha–

vrata changed with the calendar, but as Maha–sƒivara–tri was dedicated to Sƒiva,
not the calendar, it has remained unchanged.) Maha–sƒivara–tri didn’t exist in the
earlier scheme (Tapas, Tapasya) when new-year began after full-moon as no
sƒivara–tri would have preceded Maha–vrata day.

Long, a Sanskrit scholar, states [Long 1972, p. 34] “(Maha–sƒivara–tri) is
the darkest time of the year in that it comes at the darkest time of the month and
at the end of the lunar year. Mythologically speaking, it is the dark night which
immediately precedes the dawn of a new day, the death of the old world and the
birth of the new”. Clearly, “the darkest time of the year… comes at the end of
the lunar year” implies ama–nta Ma–gha (Maha–-) sƒivara–tri and new-moon at
winter solstice and leads to 3000 BC. Long places new year at the Sƒisƒira/
Vasanta transition, two months after winter solstice, which is clearly not “the
darkest time of the year”. Also, new-year never started at this point in the period
he suggests. His symbolism is consistent if Maha–sƒivara–tri was at winter solstice
and not two months later. The incorrect attribution of calendrical features to the
symbolism of Maha–sƒivara–tri is due to the neglect of astronomy, changes in
calendrical schemes and of 19th century scholarship discussed above.

3.4 Eka–s. t. aka

Pan‚cavim. sƒa Bra–hman. a [Caland 1931] PB 5.9.1-6 and Taittiriya
Sam. hita– [Keith 1914] TS 7.4.8 discuss the difficulties in starting diks.a–,
consecration, lasting 12 days, on eka–s.t.aka. As.t.aka is the 8th day after every full-
moon and eka–s.t.aka is the 8th day after Ma–gha full-moon.

Tilak’s [1893, p. 47] interpretation of eka–s.t.aka is confusing and incorrect.
He states “eka–s.t.aka is the day to commence the Satra, which lasts for one
year”even though he translates the said verses to mean consecration (diks.a–) on
eka–s.t.aka day. This is incorrect, as the year-long Satra begins 24 days after
eka–s.t.aka, there being 12 diks.a– and 12 upasad days [Keith 1914, Caland
1931].

Thibaut [1895, p. 93] states,
“The eka–s. t.aka the commentators declare to be the eighth day of the dark
half of Ma–gha, i.e. eighth day after full-moon in Ma–gha, the months being
counted as beginning with the light half… Su–tra texts, which define
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eka–s. t.aka, not merely as the eighth of the dark half of Ma–gha, but more
definitely as the eighth day after Ma–gha full-moon.”

He also states (p. 93) that according to the commentators the terms
“vyasta” and “vicchinna” in TS 7.4.8 and PB 5.9.1-6 “refer to the turn of the
year connected with winter solstice”. From his comments on the Su–tra texts, he
could have reached the obvious conclusion that new-year began after ama–nta
Ma–gha new-moon at winter solstice. Instead, he gave two interpretations, one
beginning with “If the year is viewed as beginning with Pha–lguni full-moon...”. This
is incorrect as Pha–lguna full-moon at new-year belongs to the earlier scheme. His
second interpretation begins with “If, as said just now, months are counted from
full-moon to full-moon…”. In both interpretations, he tries to interpret verses on
eka–s.t.aka into preconceived hypotheses (“If…”) and not on merits. In our view,
this is an indication that he was aware of the consequences of interpreting
eka–s.t.aka on merits. He also states (p. 93),

“As to the latter explanation I, however, must remark that it is contradicted
by those Su–tra texts, which define the eka–s. t.aka, not merely as the eighth
day of the dark half of Ma–gha, but more definitely as the eighth day after
Ma–gha full-moon”.

Even as he acknowledged that Su–tra texts contradicted his (pu–rn. ima–nta)
interpretation, thereby accepting their authority, he would not mention dates they
implied, which is truly surprising.

Clearly, he was aware that Su–tra texts implied an ama–nta interpretation
of eka–s.t.aka and led to 3000 BC. He was the Sanskrit scholar most familiar with
mathematics and astronomy and had translated the Sƒulvasu–tras and Vara–hamihira’s
Pan‚casiddha–ntika– (astronomical treatise). He translated the Sƒulvasu–tras in 1875.
Seidenberg [1978, p. 304] states,

“Thibaut himself never belaboured or elaborated these views; nor did he
formulate the obvious conclusion, namely, that the Greeks were not the
inventors of plane geometry, rather it was the Indians. At least this was
the message Greek scholars saw in Thibaut’s paper. And they didn’t like
it.”

In 1899, he finally dated the Sƒulvasu–tras (which codified older
mathematics) to 400 BC and underplayed their mathematics. Seidenberg [1978,
p. 306] states “the damage had been done and the Sƒulvasu–tras have never taken
the position in the history of mathematics that they deserve”.
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Clearly, Thibaut deferred to the prevailing opinions of the day on the most
crucial issues. His interpretation of eka–s.t.aka, especially, will diminish his high
standing as a scholar.

Keith [1914, p. 607] interprets eka–s.t.aka as “the eighth day of the dark
(second) half of Ma–gha… and this seems clearly right”, i.e. in the ama–nta scheme.
However, he states “months Pu–s.ya and Ma–gha in the season Sƒisƒira; cf Weber”.
Therefore, in Keith’s interpretation (following Weber), consecration (lasting 12
days) would be spread over the ama–nta months of Ma–gha (in Sƒisƒira) and Pha–
lgun.a (in Vasanta). In this case, Vasanta, spring, which would be the last season
of the year for which there is no evidence in Vedic texts. Also, the final bath,
avabhrata, would be in Vasanta, which contradicts JB 2.373 that states that it
would be in Sƒisƒira. In addition, placing Pha–lgun.a in spring leads to 1200 AD.

Caland’s correct interpretation which can be inferred from his comments
accompanying his translation [Caland 1931] of verses on eka–s.t.aka is presented
below:

(a) ,dk"Vdk;ka nh{ksju~ (PB 5.9.1)
On the as. t. aka par excellence they should undergo the consecration
(diks.a–)

Caland’s comment (CC) - eka–s.t.aka- after each full-moon the eighth day
is an as.t.aka; the as.t.aka par excellence is that as.t.aka which falls after the
Ma–ghi paurnama–si–, i.e. one week before the beginning of the new year. Inference
- New Year began after ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon.

(b) rL; lkfu;kZ ;niks· ufHkuUnUrks·H;o;fUr (PB 5.9.3)
Of this there is a defective feature that they descend into the water
without delight

CC – at the avabhrata, the lustral bath which would fall after a year, in winter
time. JB 2.373-seva tu paricaks.a yad apo nabhibandantah.  sƒ isƒire
avabhrathamabhyavayanti. Inference -final bath in Sƒisƒira

(c) fofPNUua o ,rs laOoRljL;kfHknh{kUrs ; ,dk"Vdk;ka
nh{kUrs·Urukekuko`rw Hkosrs (PB 5.9.4)
In regard to (a part) of the year that has been torn as under they undergo
the consecration, who undergo the consecration at the as. t. aka par
excellence
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CC-Because the di–ks.a– would fall partly in the old, partly in the new year, the
di–ks.a–-days being twelve. Inference- di–ks.a– would be spread over the ama–nta
months of Ma–gha (old year) and Pha–lgun.a (new-year).

(d) vkr± ok ,rs laOoRljL;kfHknh{kUrs ;s·Urukekuko`rw vfHknh{kUrs
(PB 5.9.5)
They are the two seasons that are called the last (of the year) in regard
to (a part) of the year that is unhappy they undergo the consecration, who
undergo the consecration with regard to the two seasons that are called
the last of the year.

CC-The di–ks.a–, undertaken on the eka–s.t.aka, falls in the last two seasons of the
year, which are to be regarded as one whole. Inference- Consecration (lasting 12
days) is spread over Hemanta and Sƒisƒira seasons.

In Caland’s correct interpretation, eka–s.t.aka is the eighth day after Ma–gha
full-moon and “one week before the beginning of the new year”. This clearly
shows that new-year would begin after ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon. Consecration,
started on eka–s.t.aka and lasting 12 days, would be spread over the ama–nta
months of Ma–gha and Pha–lgun.a that were in seasons Hemanta and Sƒisƒira. He did
not mean Sƒisƒira and Vasanta (as Keith did) and is clear from his comment on PB
5.3.9 where he quotes Jaimini–ya Bra–hman.a JB 2.373 which states “sƒisƒire
avabhratam”, i.e. the final bath is in Sƒisƒira. He also quotes KB 19.3 in his
comment on PB 5.9.3 and equates the coldness of water in both. Clearly, the two
seasons he combines, as in Vedic texts (e.g. AB 1.1 [Keith 1920]” the seasons
five through the union of winter and the cool season”) are Hemanta and Sƒisƒira.
Thus, new-year began in Sƒisƒira with the bright half of Pha–lgun.a after ama–nta Ma–
gha new-moon. SB 5.5.2.1-5 (Kanva SB 7.4.3.1-5) shows that Sƒisƒira began at
winter solstice in the Bra–hman.a period and even earlier [Eggeling1882]. Hence,
Caland’s interpretation of eka–s.t.aka leads to ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon at winter
solstice, i.e. to 3000 BC. His interpretation is also entirely consistent with the
views of all Su–tra commentators.

Witzel [1984] in foot-note no.67 states “Au moment du solstice, cf. PB
5.9.1 (eka–s.t.aka) – traduction de Caland -, et TS 7.4.8 – traduction de
Keith”. Both Caland and Keith agree that eka–s.t.aka refers to the eighth day after
Ma–gha full-moon and before Ma–gha new-moon. Both of them interpret the month
of Ma–gha in the ama–nta scheme and consecration (lasting 12 days) to be spread
over the ama–nta months of Ma–gha and Pha–lgun.a. However, consecration is
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spread over Hemanta and Sƒisƒira in Caland’s interpretation and over Sƒisƒira and
Pha–lgun.a in Keith’s interpretation. It is clear from the footnote that Witzel is
unaware that Caland’s (3000 BC) and Keith’s (1200 AD) interpretations are
different.Witzel explicitly links eka–s.t.aka with winter solstice which is the correct
(and now unanimous) interpretation of Sanskrit scholars. That is, he places winter
solstice at ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon which gives a date of 3000 BC. Later, he
interpreted KB 19.3 in the ama–nta scheme [Witzel 2001] that is entirely consistent
with this footnote. Over the last 25 years, Witzel’s correct interpretations of
eka–s.t.aka and KB 19.3 lead to 3000 BC of which he is clearly unaware. Einoo
[2005, p. 102] states that “three or four as.t.aka rites can be reduced to one day
called eka–s.t.aka and coincides with the winter solstice”. In his footnote #6, he
states “See Falk (1986: 144-153)”. It is clear from Einoo’s comments that Falk,
in 1986, placed eka–s.t.aka at winter solstice. Their interpretation leads to 3000
BC of which they seem to be unaware.

Starting from Caland (1931) to date, Sanskrit scholars have, for the last
80 years, correctly interpreted eka–s.t.aka to imply that ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon
marked winter solstice. Yet, no one seems to have recognized that it leads to a
date of 3000 BC. On the contrary, they believe that their interpretations are
consistent with a date of 800 BC. They are also unaware that they don’t subscribe
to Thibaut’s interpretation of eka–s.t.aka.

The verses on eka–s.t.aka are so specific that it is impossible to interpret them
in any other manner. If new-year were interpreted to begin after pu–rn. ima–nta
Ma–gha new-moon, then consecration (lasting 12 days) begun on eka–s.t.aka would
lie entirely in the pu–rn. ima–nta month of Pha–lgun.a and also lie entirely in the first
season of the new-year. It would not span two seasons and two years as specifically
stated in PB 5.9.1-6 and TS 7.4.8. Hence, verses on eka–s.t.aka can never be
interpreted in the pu–rn. ima–nta scheme. This is the reason all Sanskrit scholars
have interpreted eka–s.t.aka in the ama–nta scheme in a manner that the ama–nta
months of Ma–gha and Pha–lgun.a belong to different seasons.

It is extremely important to note that verses on eka–s.t.aka are independent
references to winter solstice at ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon. That is, even if KB
19.3 didn’t exist, verses on eka–s.t.aka unambiguously imply that new-year began
after ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon at winter solstice and leads to 3000 BC. To be
consistent with eka–s.t.aka, KB 19.3 must be interpreted in the ama–nta scheme.
None of the Sanskrit scholars (except Caland?) seem to be aware that both
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eka–s.t.aka (implicitly) and KB19.3 (explicitly) refer to the same new year. In the
correct interpretation of eka–s.t.aka, Maha–sƒivara–tri would precede Maha–vrata
day in the Bra–hman.a period, which confirms the conclusion reached earlier in
section 3.3.

3.5 Kausƒƒƒƒƒitaki– Bra–hman.a KB 5.110 and Sƒƒƒƒƒatapatha Bra–hman.a SƒƒƒƒƒB 6.2.2.1811

These verses state that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon was the last day of the
year and Uttara Pha–lgun. i full-moon was the first day of the new-year. The former
marked full-moon day (see section 4.4). According to Sanskrit scholars (e.g.
Eggeling 1882), Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a is a composite text and Books 1-5 and
6-9 are different sets and are attributed to Yajn‚ avalkya and Sandilya respectively.
SƒB 8.7.1.8 (Bk 8) states that Sƒisƒira is the head of the year. Since Sƒisƒira always
began at winter solstice, it implies that new-year began after winter solstice in SƒB
6-9.Thus, Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon in SƒB 6.2.2.18 (part of SƒB 6-9) marked
winter solstice. (Only in the later SƒB 10.4.5.2 is spring the head of the year). The
position of sun at Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon would be 340° or 180° from Pu–rva
Pha–lgun. i at160°, λ (1950) [Abhyankar 1991]. At winter solstice the position of
sun is 270°. That is, a precession of 70° has occurred and at the rate of 1°
precession every 72 years, these verses date back 5000 years or to 3000 BC.

Contemporary references prove that new-year in KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18
began at winter solstice. JB 2.373 (quoted by Caland [1931] on eka–s.t.aka)
clearly implies that the month of Pha–lgun. a began at winter solstice. From SƒB
11.1.1.7,as seen earlier, the longitude of sun at Vaisƒakha new-moon would the
same as Rohin. i

– naks.atra λ (1950) at 70°. The position of sun at Ma–gha new-
moon in KB 19.3 that would be three months earlier would be 90° less at -20°
or 340°. As seen above, the position of sun at Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon is 340°.
That is, both give the same position of the sun. Since KB 19.3 clearly refers to
Ma–gha new-moon at winter solstice, it follows that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon also
was at winter solstice. Thus, it is possible to prove from contemporary references,
JB 2.373 and SƒB 11.1.1.7, that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon in SƒB 6.2.2.18 and
KB5.1 coincided with winter solstice.

We can now understand why there are two different references to new-
year beginning at winter solstice. KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18 refer to two full-moon
days which clearly indicates that the reference to Pu–rva Pha–lgun.i full-moon marking
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new-year belonged to an earlier scheme when months were named Tapas, Tapasya
etc. However, it had no meaning when the new scheme of naming months after
naks.atras was adopted. It became necessary to have a new reference (Ma–gha
new-moon in KB 19.3) to mark new-year. This explains why there are two
different references to new-year which refer to the same position of the sun.

Mainstream Sanskrit scholars (e.g. weber) have interpreted KB 5.1 and
SƒB 6.2.2.18 to imply new-year began at spring. They are unaware that it would
lead to a date of 1200 AD. At beginning of spring, two months after winter
solstice, the longitude of sun would be 330° while the longitude of sun at Pu–rva
Pha–lgun. i full-moon is 340° in 1950 AD [Abhyankar1991]. That is, a precession
of 10° has occurred by 1950 and the verses were composed 720 years ago
around 1200 AD. Clearly, this date is wrong. It also contradicts their interpretation
of eka–s.t.aka and especially JB 2.373 according to which the month of Phalgun.a
is the first month of Sƒisƒira (after winter solstice) and not spring.Yet another flaw
is that it implies that sun was in Uttara-A– s.a–d.a naks.atra at winter solstice. But sun
was in Dhan. is.t.ha– at winter solstice in Veda–n.ga Jyotis.a. That is, Bra–hman.a texts
would be centuries later than Veda–n.ga Jyotis.a of which there is no possibility.
It follows that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon marked winter solstice and not spring. A
very important fact that emerges is that it is impossible to date KB 5.1 and SƒB
6.2.2.18 anywhere near 800-1000 BC and the only choices are 3000 BC (winter
solstice) or 1200 AD (spring). This completely rules out the conventional date of
800 BC for Bra–hman.a texts.

3.6 Sƒƒƒƒƒatapatha Bra–hman. a SƒƒƒƒƒB 2.1.2.312

This verse states “Kr. ttika–s do not deviate from the eastern direction while
all other naks.atras deviate from the eastern direction”. Dikshit [Dikshit 1895, pp.
245-46; Achar 2000] states,

“Now, since in popular language all naks.atras rise in the east and set in
the west, we cannot understand the above description of the Kr. ttika– in
the popular sense; for in that case their appearance in the east cannot be
contrasted with the other naks.atras. We must, therefore, interpret the
passage to mean that the Kr. ttika– were always seen due east; while other
naks.atras were observed either to the right or to the left of this point.
Translated into modern astronomical language this means a great deal. It
means that in those days the Kr. ttika– were on the equator, or that their
declination was nil, when the passage was composed”.
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This leads to a date of 3000 BC (zero declination) and not 2300 BC
(zero longitude). Taittiriya Bra–hman.a TB 1.1.2.1 states that Kr. ttika– is the
“mouth of the naks.atras”. TB 1.5.2.7 describes Kr. ttika– to Visƒakha as Deva
naks.atras and from Anura–dha– to Bharan. i

– as Yama naks.atras.

Filliozat [1969, p. 125] has discussed similar divisions found in Buddhist
texts and suggested that they are memories of an ancient era when Kr. ttika– was
indeed on true east. He states,

“It is certain, as S.B. Dikshit and B.G. Tilak have amply emphasized, that
it is only thus that one can interpret the statement in SƒB. In spite of the
systematic doubt from Thibaut, Whitney … and other authors, who have
refused to accept a conclusion arrived at by Dikshit and Tilak, the ancient
dates attributed to some Vedic texts, referring to the Pleiades [Kr. ttika–], and
not only the text of the SƒB, but also the Buddhist lists … point to a real
determination of the vernal equinox and of the movement of the Sun
through Pleiades.”

Thus Filliozat concludes that SƒB 2.1.2.3 indeed reflects Kr. ttika–s on true
east. He continues that centuries later, when Kr. ttika–s were no longer in true
east,”The substitution of mathematical naks.atras in place of real constellations
masked for a time the out of date character of the traditional conjunctions”.
Clearly, he also accepts the reference in Vis.n.u Pu–ra–n.a 2.8 that states that
equinox occurred in an ancient past (i.e. with respect to Vis.n.u Pu–ra–n.a period)
when the sun was in the Kr. ttika– segment, which is clearly a memory of past
observations.

As is well known, the religious tradition is unconcerned about dates. For
the religious tradition, commentaries of Sa–yana (~ 1400 AD, Vijayanagar empire)
are the most authoritative, even the last word. Western scholars relied heavily on
Sa–yana’s commentaries when they translated Vedic texts into European languages.
Kochhar [1997, p. 22] calls his commentaries a “pre-science age interpretation”
and states “Such works as Sa–yana’s are of great value today because they were
composed in unselfconscious times”. That is, Sa–yana’s interpretations were based
on the religious traditions and he was unaware of their(later) scientific uses. While
Kochhar’s comments are in regard to Sa–yana’s commentary on Rgveda, clearly
they are also applicable to his commentary on Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a. Regarding
SƒB 2.1.2.3, Sa–yana [Achar 2000] states “sƒuddha pra–cyam avodyanti” i.e. they
rise in the true east. This indicates that the religious tradition has always interpreted
SƒB 2.1.2.3 in a manner that leads to 3000 BC while being unaware and
unconcerned about dates.
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The response of early Sanskrit scholars was to raise doubts that
Kr. ttika–s were on true east as there was no explicit evidence of equinoxes. Later
scholars ignored Filliozat’s paper. There are also non-serious proposals that the
eastern direction is to be interpreted as any direction from north-east to south-
east. They have not proposed a convincing explanation for SƒB 2.1.2.3 or the list
of naks.atras starting with Kr. ttika– in various texts.

We confirm that Kr. ttika–s were on true east. The special status of Kr. ttika–
is evident from several verses in TB (quoted above). Also TS 4.4.1013 states
[Keith 1914] “(Thou art) Kr. ttika–s, the Naks.atra, Agni, the deity; ye are the
radiances of Agni, of Praja–pati, of the creator, of Soma; to the Re thee, to
radiance thee, to the shining thee, to the blaze thee, to the light thee. (Thou art)
Rohin. i

– the Naks.atra, Praja–pati the deity, Mr.gasƒirs.a the naks.atra, Soma the
deity…”An entire verse is dedicated to Kr. ttika–. For all other naks.atras, only the
deity is mentioned.The special status of Kr. ttika– is clear beyond doubt and only
its nature needs to be determined. Kr. ttika–s are the radiances of not just Agni, the
deity of Kr. ttika–, but other Gods (Prajapati, Soma etc.) as well, even though they
are deities of other naks.atras. This is only possible if Kr. ttika–s were considered
to be heaven, where Gods other than Agni were also present and contributed to
its radiance, light etc. This is confirmed by TS 5.3.914 that states [Keith 1914]”
For all the Godsis the fire piled up…By the fire the Gods went to the world of
heaven; they became yonder Kr. ttika–s”.TS 5.3.9 explicitly states that all the Gods
went to Kr. ttika–s.The special status of Kr. ttika– is now clear; it was Heaven in
Taittiri–ya Sam. hita–.

Vedic ritual fire altars were built symmetrically about the east-west axis,
pra–ci. This was of great importance and Heesterman [1993, p. 51] states “the
west-east line from ga–rhapatya to aha–vani–ya…is the line leading straight to
heaven”. For going to heaven, the altar (shown schematically in Fig.1) in the form
of “the shadow of a falcon about to take wing” was preferred [Seidenberg 1978,
p. 320] because (TS 5.4.11) “He who desires heaven may construct the falcon
shaped altar; for the falcon is the best flyer amongst the birds; thus he (the
sacrificer) having become a falcon himself flies up to the heavenly world”. It is
clear that the bird that is “about to take wing” would symbolically fly eastwards
along the east-west axis to heaven. It is now important to remember that TS
4.4.10 and TS 5.3.9 state that heaven was Kr. ttika–. That is, the bird would
symbolically fly along the east-west axis to Kr. ttika–. Hence, Kr. ttika– was on true
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east in the Sam. hita– period. This is an independent confirmation of the interpretation
of SƒB 2.1.2.3 as Kr. ttika– rising on true east, leading to a date of 3000 BC.

Heaven
(Kr. ttika–)

Fig. 1. Schematic of a bird shaped altar. For a better perspective of the basic and bird
shaped altars, see Vatsyayan [1983] Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively

We summarize the deficiencies in the interpretations of Sanskrit scholars.
1) They are unaware that KB19.3 and SB 11.1.1.7 together show that Rohin. i

–

symbolically marked vernal equinox (0°) in the Bra–hman.a period and leads to
3000 BC. 2) They have interpreted Ma–gha new-moon in KB 19.3 in the non-
existent pu–rn. ima–nta scheme without providing any evidence from contemporary
texts. In contrast, SB11.1.1.7 and verses on eka–s.t. aka are clear contemporary
evidences for the ama–nta scheme. 3) Given their consensus that Sƒaivism originated
in the Bra–hman.a period, they have not discussed the origin of Maha–sƒivara–tri.
The origin of Maha–sƒivara–tri can be dated to 3000 BC based on its symbolism
as well as on astronomical grounds. 4) They are unaware that their correct
interpretation of eka–s.t.aka leads to 3000 BC.5) They are unaware (except for
Caland?) that verses on eka–s.t.aka and KB 19.3 are independent references to the
same event, i.e. winter solstice at ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon. 6) They are unaware
of the contradiction in their interpretation of KB 19.3 and eka–s.t.aka where they
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place pu–rn. ima–nta and ama–nta Ma–gha new-moons respectively at new-year. 7)
They are unaware that they don’t subscribe to Thibaut’s interpretation of
eka–s.t.aka even as they refer to his work to date verses to 800 BC. 8) They are
unaware that Caland’s unanimously accepted and correct interpretation of
eka–s.t.aka implies that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i full-moon in KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18
marked winter solstice and not spring. 9) Their interpretation that Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i
full-moon marked spring leads to 1200 AD and makes Bra–hman.a texts centuries
later than Veda–n.ga Jyotis.a. 10) They are unaware that KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18
can only be dated to either 3000 BC or 1200 AD and it is impossible to date
them to 800-1000 BC. 11) They have denied the natural interpretation of SB
2.1.2.3 without proposing a convincing alternative. 12) Their interpretations of
various astronomical references give dates that range from 3000 BC to 800 BC
to 1200 AD while they believe that they lead to 800 BC.

4. UNCERTAINTIES IN OBSERVATIONS

Nowhere is the lack of scientific background of Sanskrit scholars more
acutely evident than in estimating errors in observations.The wrong impression
created by them, which persists even today, bears no resemblance to reality. They
were of the view that observations were of no great importance in the Vedic
period and consequently suggested large errors in measurements, without actually
quantifying these errors. For example, Thibaut [1895, p. 99] states,

“Of what accuracy of observation the early Hindus may be supposed to
have been capable… anything, like a fairly accurate fixation of the sun’s
place among the stars at the winter solstice, cannot be imagined to have
been accomplished by people who had no approximately correct notion
of the length of the year; the knowledge of one cannot be separated from
that of the other”.

Similar comments persist in the views of western scholars till date and will
be discussed in detail here and later.

Firstly, it equates the length of the year used in rituals with that actually
measured and even then it is incorrect as seen below. Secondly, because they
used the length of the year used in rituals, no attempt was made to estimate errors
in the known methods of observations, which is the correct method. Thirdly, their
views completely ignore the great importance of measurements in Vedic ritual and
are contradictory to the views of various specialists.
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4.1 Accurate length of the year in rituals

Kak [1993] has highlighted the accurate length of year in book 10 of SƒB
on Agnirahasya. SƒB 10.2.4.1 states [Eggeling 1882] “Praja–pati, indeed, is the
year”. SƒB 10.2.4.3 states “this year is the yonder sun”.

SƒB10.2.3.18 states [Eggeling 1882, p. 312]
“Sevenfold, indeed, was Praja–pati created in the beginning. He went on
constructing (developing) his body, and stopped at the one hundred and
one fold one. He who constructs one lower than a 7-fold one cuts Father
Prajapati in twain: he will be the worse for sacrificing as one would be by
doing injury to his better. And he who constructs one exceeding the 101-
fold steps beyond the universe, for Praja–pati is this universe. Hence, he
should first construct the 7-fold altar, then the next higher up to the 101-
fold, but he should not construct one exceeding the 101-fold one, and
thus, indeed, he neither cuts this Father Praja–pati in twain, nor does he
step beyond this universe”.

SƒB 10.2.4.7 states “101-fold passes into the 7-fold one and the 7-fold
one passes into the 101-fold”. Since Praja–pati is explicitly referred to as the solar
year and the 7-fold Praja–pati passes into the 101-fold and vice versa, they
undoubtedly refer to a 95 solar year cycle as pointed out by Kak [1993]. The
severe admonition that one should not construct less than 7-fold or more than
101-fold Praja–pati highlights the great significance of the 95-year cycle.The single
solar year, Praja–pati, is linked to a 95-year cycle, which appears curious at first.
As is well known, the 5-year cycle was used to reconcile lunar months with the
solar year by adding intercalary months. The 95-year cycle reconciles lunar months
with the solar year and gives an accurate length of the year (~365.25 days), same
as the 19-year Metonic cycle (~400 BC), only about 2500 years earlier.

Abhyankar [2002] has pointed out that the 95-year cycle was derived as
a correction to the 5-year cycles. The 19-year cycle is unknown in Vedic rituals.

However, we stress that it does not definitively follow that it was unknown
in the Vedic period. Incorporating the 19-year cycle in rituals would imply discarding
the 5-year cycle that would be difficult because of its ritual importance. The only
way to incorporate both would be through the 95-year cycle. Hence, the question
of whether the 19-year cycle was observed will remain unanswered as SƒB book
10 only refers to the 95-year cycle.
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4.2 Error in solstices and true east from observations of sunrise

From the symmetry of the Gava–mayana [Eggeling 1882, Keith 1920],
it is clear that solstices were placed in the middle of the period when the sun was
observed to be stationary. That is, solstices were determined by observing the
course of the sun, which could be by observing sunrise and/or the shadow cast
by the sun. Importantly, from KB 19.3, which records the movement and also the
stationary positions of the sun, it is clear that the position of sunrise was observed
relative to a marker.The position of sun at sunrise can be determined by the well-
known formula Cos A = sinα / cosϕ, where A is the azimuth, δ is the declination
of the sun and ϕ is the latitude. Using tables that give the declination of the sun
[Sanford] allows the rising point of sun to be determined on every day of the year.
For example, on Dec.7 the rising point is 26.26° south of east. On Jan.2, it is
26.80° south of east, which is one sun diameter away from the position on Dec.7.
With this error, winter solstice is determined as Dec.19 or Dec.20. Thus, even a
large error of the diameter of the sun in observing the return position of the sun
leads to an uncertainty of 2 days in determination of winter solstice. Readers
(especially scholars who suggest large errors without substantiation) are welcome
to determine winter (or summer) solstice by direct observation of sunrise (or
sunset) to convince themselves that it is impossible to determine solstices to an
error of more than 3 days. Sunrise 91 days later would be true east in this
method. Observations of sunrise only for a few months lead to true east within
2°. Errors in observations cannot shift a date of 3000 BC to 800 BC which
requires 30 days error in determination of winter solstice or 12° error in
determination of true east. Sanskrit scholars are completely unaware that their
suggestions demand impossibly large errors.

4.3 Evidence for the use of gnomon in the Bra–hman.a period

Another disputed issue is the use of the gnomon in the Bra–hman.a period,
which would lead to accurate measurements. AB 4.1815 states [Keith 1920] that
the sun was at the highest point in the sky on summer solstice. It is impossible to
conclude that the sun was at the highest point by looking at it directly. It can only
be concluded by observing the shadow cast by the sun, which would be the
smallest on summer solstice. For this reason, AB 4.18 was interpreted to imply
the existence of a gnomon by P.C. Sengupta, Meghnad Saha and others.
Yet scholars who support AIT have denied its existence without explaining
AB 4.18.
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Some of the confusion seems to be due to the gnomon’s close association
with the Indian Circle method [Malville 2008] used to determine cardinal directions.
This method allows true east to be determined on any given day using a gnomon.
There is no evidence for this method in Bra–hman.a texts. However, the development
of the Indian circle method presupposes the use of a gnomon and observation of
its shadow. We present new evidences that leave no doubt that the gnomon was
used to track the course of the sun in the Bra–hman.a period, including in AB 4.18.
This does not imply knowledge of the Indian circle method in this period.

The association of the yupa with the sun is well known in R. gveda and
Bra–hman.a texts. For example, AB 5.2816 states [Keith 1920] that “the sacrificial
post (yupa) is the yonder sun”. A similar statement “a–dityo yupah.”is made in TB
2.1.5.2. Irwin [1976, p. 740] states,

“In the R. gveda and Bra–hman.as, the idea of the sun uniting with the top
of the cosmic pillar at midday is implied rather than stated – for instance,
by the crowning of the yupa with a sun-symbol in the form of a wheel-
like headpiece called casƒala, which can be proved to be a sun-symbol by
later inscriptions”.

This symbolism could only have been developed if the course of the sun
was observed with a post and confirms the use of gnomon in AB 4.18. Snodgrass
[1985 p. 164] states “The sacrificial post which is specifically identified with the
Dawn…”which clearly implies that it was used to observe sunrise. The most
direct evidence, however, comes from Atharva Veda AV 4.24.417 that is dedicated
to Indra and “for whom, as sun-finder, the sacrificial stakes are erected” [Proferes
2003, p. 345] which leaves no doubt that the svaru (stake/pillar) was used to
track the course of the sun. Proferes [2003] further states “…whatever ritual
elements are mentioned alongside the AV occurrences of svaru are attested at an
earlier stage than the extant Yajur Veda  sam. hita–, bra–hman.a and su–tra rites”.
Thus, there is no doubt whatsoever that a gnomon/pillar was used to determine
the course of the sun in the Bra–hman.a period.

It is well known that the gnomon would lead to very accurate measurements
[Malville 2008] (see section-5). The shadow of the pillar/post near or on summer
and winter solstice days would be 27° south and north of east. Taking the mid-
point, which was possible from the knowledge of geometry in Bra–hman.a texts,
would lead to a determination of true east to within 1°, especially as the shadows
at solstices would be stationary for days near solstices. In contrast, an error of
12°, approximately half the sun’s movement of 27°, in determination of true east
leading to a date of SƒB to 800 BC can be easily ruled out.
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4.4 Evidences for careful observations and non-obvious inferences

There are also several evidences of careful observations and non-obvious
inferences. In the earlier Bra–hman.a period with months named Tapas, Tapsaya
etc. there were two new and full moon days in a month. They have been described
[Ohashi 1993, p. 195] in Sankhyayana Srauta su–tra (SSS 1.3.3-6) as

“There are two days of full moon and two days of new moon. The two
days of full moon are: (1) the day on which the moon appears full about
the setting of the sun and (2) the day on which (it appears full) after the
setting of the sun… The two days of new moon are (1) the day on which
they remark ‘tomorrow it will not be visible’ and (2) the day on which it
is not visible”

Clearly, the second new moon day corresponds to new moon (conjunction)
and the first full moon day corresponds to full moon (moon 180° opposite to the
sun). See also footnote on SƒB 6.2.2.18 [Eggeling 1882]. Ohashi [1993, p. 196]
states,

 “we can see that the date of new and full moon was determined very
carefully. Especially the date of full moon was determined by the observation
of the rising time of the moon as well as the lunar phase. Therefore, the
date of full moon could be determined fairly accurately. It is also seen from
the determination of new-moon that the vanishing crescent moon was
carefully observed at dawn.”

Several other evidences are given below. Tilak [1893] pointed out that TB
1.5.2.1 showed that the heliacal rising of naks.atras was observed. We provide
additional confirmation from TB 3.1.3 that states [Dumont 1954] “Along (with
Dawn and Sun) ascending, the naks.atra is ascending, at the shining forth of thee,
O Dawn, and of the Sun”.The basic approach is described [Iyengar 2005, p.
147] in TA 1.2.1 as “Memory (of past records), direct observation, anecdotes
and inference form the quartet. With these, Sun’s circle is understood by all”.The
95-year cycle in SƒB Book-10 is proof of careful observations over long periods.

Some non-obvious inferences are TS 3.4.7 [Kak 1993] that refers to the
moon as su–rya rasƒmi (lit by sunlight) and AB 3.44 “the sun never really rises or
sets”. Speyer [1906, p.727] states on the latter,

“The interest of it consists in the fact that we have here a very early
endeavour of Indian thought to explain physical phenomena by means of
pure reasoning, by tarka, without the usual metaphysical or theosophical
bias.”
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We present another such example. KB 3.118 states [Keith 1920] “He
should fast on the second (new moon day), on the second the ocean swells in
accordance with the moon, its deity.”As seen above, the second new moon day
corresponds to the conjunction. Thus, KB 3.1 is a reference to spring tides that
is attributed to the moon. If the swell of the ocean was linked to the phases of
the moon with the maximum at full-moon, as in Vis.n.u Puran.a (VP 2.4), it would
have been less surprising as the moon was visible. In KB 3.1 spring tide at new
moon is attributed to the moon even though it is invisible. It is a non-obvious
inference and is superior to that in the much laterVP 2.4 whose hypothesis implies
that ocean would not swell at new moon. It is another evidence of explaining
natural phenomena without the theosophical bias. This becomes clear since
theologically the moon died on new-moon day. More broadly, the moon’s influence
on the oceans has been recognized by making it their deity.The above evidences
point to a tradition of careful observations and inferences as stated in TA 1.2.1
[Iyengar 2005].The opposite views of Sanskrit scholars indicate a lack of awareness.

4.5 A new method to date the Bra–hman.a period by including uncertainties
in observations

We describe another method to estimate the dates that includes uncertainties
in observations. The ecliptic longitudes λ (1950) of Ma–gha, Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– and
Uttara Pha–lgun. i

– are 149° 08', 160° 37' and 170° 55' respectively [Abhyankar
1991]. That is, the differences are ~11° between Ma–gha and Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– and
between Pu–rva and Uttara Pha–lgun. i

–. In KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18 (section-3.5),
Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– full moon was the last day of the year. Let us consider one year
(option-1) where full-moon-1 would be in conjunction with Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

–. Then
full-moon-2 would be very close to Uttara Pha–lgun. i

– as the moon travels slightly
more than 13° every day. One lunar year or 354 days later, full moon-1 and full-
moon-2 would occur 11° away. But this means (option-2) that full-moon-1 would
be in conjunction with Ma–gha and full-moon-2 would be close to Pu–rva
Pha–lgun. i

–. This is a crucial point. The decision between the two options had to be
made consciously. In all Vedic texts only the first option is mentioned. This can
only be understood if it is recognized that winter solstice was independently
determined. At winter solstice, Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– would have been observed to rise
at sunset.Whenever a full-moon was observed close to Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

–, it would
be very close to winter solstice. On the other hand, whenever a full-moon was
observed close to Ma–gha, it was not winter solstice. Since the difference in
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longitudes is 11°, it implies a maximum uncertainty of 5½°. If more, Ma–gha full-
moon would be closer to winter solstice than Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– full-moon and the
option-2 would be preferable.This results in a combined maximum error of 6½°
or 450 years from the exact date. Since Pu–rva Pha–lgun. i

– full-moon at winter
solstice in KB 5.1 and SƒB 6.2.2.18 leads to 3000 BC, this method dates the
Bra–hman.a period to 2500-3500 BC.

5. IMPORTANCE OF MEASUREMENTS

Sanskrit scholars are unaware that errors have to be impossibly large to
shift dates from 3000 BC to 800 BC. They have also overlooked the ritual need
for exact measurements. The fire altars for the Agnicayana ritual, SƒB Bk6-10,
were built with great precision. Staal [1983, p.16] states that

“the extent of specialized knowledge needed to put the altar together
ritually is on a par with the technical knowledge required to build an
aeroplane”. Seidenberg [1978] states “the Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a shows
that it is concerned with, or rather, takes for granted, exact constructions
…The ritual in general was to be carried out exactly.”

The obsession with exactness can be seen from his (a Professor of Pure
Mathematics) comment [Seidenberg 1978] “The excess, though minute, is just the
kind of difference that would loom large in the eyes of a modern mathematician
and of an ancient ritualist”.

Malville [2008, p.48] states
“The achievement of such extraordinary accuracy in locating the north-
south axis of certain Hindu temples and cities results from two reinforcing
themes in Indian architecture. Not only were techniques developed for
precision measurement of the sun, but there was a robust religious support
for such precision. The very act of measurement was understood to be
a re-enactment of creation. In Hindu tradition, Praja–pati, who is the Year,
measures the world, both in space and time, with his eye, the
sun…Recognition of the role of measurement in cosmogony extends far
back into the past time of India. The Vedic altar was reconstructed each
year… as a symbolic reconstruction of Praja–pati, the Year…The importance
of precise orientation and measurement in construction of the temple
reveals the cosmogonic symbolism involved in the act…In the gnomon we
encounter the remarkable union of a technical device used to determine
true cardinality with a powerful cosmogonic symbol”.
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They occur in a section titled “Measurement as Ritual” which alone highlights
the great importance of measurement in Vedic ritual. He also states [Malville
1995] “Not just temples, but cities in India have been built mindful of the importance
of precise measurement.”

Vatsyayan [1983, p. 23-27] states,

“The Vedic and Bra–hman.aical concept of Yajn‚a (i.e. Agnicayana)…we
encounter here the same concern with the cosmos, the microcosm and
macrocosm, with the ultimate objective of establishing a communication
between the finite and infinite, the precisely measured defined by shape
and form and that beyond definition, the formless… Yajn‚a is not a simple
sacrifice but is instead a meticulously and assiduously constructed system
of correspondence and identifications between concrete physicality and
abstract metaphysics…Measurement is of essence and it assumes a
symbolic value throughout the Yajn‚a both in ground space and in structures
requiring elevation. Through the finite measure correspondences are
established between annual time and cosmic time…There can be no place
here (Agnicayana) for subjectivity per se…”

Clayton [2000, p.12] states,
“Indian music theory historically shows a strong preference for the accurate
and unambiguous measurement of time. This principle seems to derive
from the role of music as a religious act analogous to and to some extent
derived from the Vedic ritual”. He quotes Rowell [1988, p. 141] as “Like
earlier Vedic rituals, from which it may have sprung, the performance of
gandharva was considered a sacrifice. The ritual actions, text, poses,
dancing, miming and music were specified in unusual detail, and precise
performance was required in order for the production to achieve its objective
– adr. s. t.a phala (unseen benefit)…”

Clayton [2000, p. 13] continues
“according to traditional Hindu philosophy, the production of sound and
the measurement of time are inextricably linked to each other and to the
functioning of the universe. Little wonder then that the measurement of
time has played an important part in Hindu ritual, or that music theorists
through the ages should have given such a prominent place to questions
of time measurement”.

These are views of scholars with different interests, from mathematics and
astronomy to architecture, sculpture and performing arts. They are all in agreement
that the Vedic ritual [esp. SƒB Bk 6-10, Agnicayana] demanded that measurements
be exact and its importance was such that “Measurement (w) as Ritual [Malville
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2008]”. Hence, the clear references to a 95-year cycle [Kak 1993] in SƒB Bk10
(section-4.1) imply a very specific objective. Nothing in SƒB Bk10 is without a
specific purpose. As Vatsyayan [1983] states “There can be no place here for
subjectivity per se …” The only possible conclusion is that it refers to a year of
365.25 days. Thus, it is clear that the accurate year of 365.25 days was not an
aberration or an exception but a consequence of the ritual emphasis on exactness,
others being origin of mathematics etc. Sanskrit scholars suggest the opposite
extreme i.e. impossibly large errors. This is due to a lack of appreciation of the
importance of measurement in Vedic ritual in addition to an inability to scientifically
assess uncertainties in observations.

6. DISCUSSION

Clearly, Sanskrit scholars have no real understanding of astronomical
references in Vedic texts.Their interpretations lead to dates from 3000 BC to 800
BC to 1200 AD. They have also wrongly suggested extremely large errors without
assessing errors in known methods of observations. Klostermaier [2007, Ch1, p.
25], states,

“Traditionally trained philologists, that is, grammarians, are generally not
able to understand technical language and the scientific information
contained in the texts they study”.

Sanskrit scholars must collaborate with scientists and propose consistent
interpretations.

On Kr. ttika–s being on true east, Witzel [2001, p. 72] raises another
objection as,

“However, even if one admits that the sentences quoted above refer to
contemporary observation and have been transmitted as such over several
millennia, a serious problem remains: the advocates of the autochthonous
theory, unwittingly, commit the rather common but no less serious mistake
of dating a text according to a single early fact mentioned in it… Texts
contain reminiscences and archaic words and concepts; we can only date
them by their latest, not their earliest datable features…If SƒB 2.1.2.3 indeed
would indicate the spring equinox in Kr. ttika–, then this may very well be
a popular or learned remembrance of times long past…”

As shown in section-3.6, TS 5.3.9 and TS 4.4.10 refer to Kr. ttika– as
heaven, which was always along the east-west axis. Clearly, Kr. ttika– was on true
east in the Sam. hita– period. Kr. ttika– would not be referred to as heaven in 800
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BC when it would rise 12° off true east, especially in the context of Agnicayana,
well known for its obsession with exactness. As Thibaut stated [Seidenberg 1978,
p. 304]

“what-ever is closely connected with the ancient Indian religion must be
considered as having sprung up among the Indians themselves, unless
positive evidence of the strongest kind point to a contrary conclusion”.

The second evidence is the change of the lunar month scheme from one
that was counted from full-moon (Tapas, Tapasya …) to one that was counted
from new-moon (Ma–gha, Vaisƒakha…). Witzel states [2001, p. 73] “in TS 7.4.8
and KB 4.4…the months are pu–rn. ima–nta. KB 19.2-3, however, already has
ama–nta months”. Clearly, the ama–nta scheme was introduced in the late Bra–

hman.a period. Hence, it is not “a popular or learned remembrance of times long
past” but is the “latest, not earliest datable feature”.Witzel’s own interpretation of
KB 19.3 [Witzel 2001] and eka–s.t.aka [Witzel 1984] leads to 3000 BC. The third
evidence is that SƒB 11.1.1.7 states that Vaisƒakha new-moon coincides with
Rohin. i

–. This is in the new ama–nta scheme and shows that Rohin. i
– marked

equinox (3000 BC) in the Bra–hman.a period. Maha–sƒivara–tri can only be
understood in the new (KB 19.3) scheme and also leads to 3000 BC. Witzel’s
comment that SƒB 2.1.2.3 is a “remembrance of times long past” is incorrect.
Several references, which have always been considered contemporary, lead to
3000 BC.

As discussed in detail earlier, verses on eka–s.t.aka are very specific and
don’t permit any alternate correct interpretations. In addition, they are part of a
larger whole where 1) verses on eka–s.t.aka, 2) the festival of Maha–sƒivara–tri and
3) Kausƒitaki– Bra–hman.a KB19.3 are three independent references to three
different days, all of which point to new-year beginning after ama–nta Ma–gha
new-moon at winter solstice (3000 BC). Thus, the conclusion that ama–nta
Ma–gha new-moon marked winter solstice in the late Bra–hman.a period is very
robust with three independent references pointing to it. Any alternate interpretation
to 800 BC must consistently explain all three references taken together as well,
a virtually impossible task. Sanskrit scholars have always considered all the three
to be contemporary to the Bra–hman.a period, not ancient memories. Clearly,
these and other references conclusively prove that the Aryan Invasion theory is
incorrect, especially since it appears virtually impossible to reinterpret them
consistently to 800 BC.
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7. CONCLUSION

Several astronomical references in Sam. hita– and Bra–hman.a texts
consistently lead to 3000 BC. Independent confirmation that Rohin. i

– marked
equinox and Kr. ttika–  was on true east in this period is presented. References to
Purva Pha–lgun. i

– full-moon marking new year can only be dated to 3000 BC (new
year at winter solstice) or 1200AD (new year at spring) and nowhere near 800
BC. The Aryan Invasion Theory proposed by western Sanskrit scholars is proved
to be wrong by their correct and unanimous interpretation of eka–s.t.aka to 3000
BC for the last 80 years.Verses on eka–s.t. aka are so specific that an alternate
correct interpretation is most unlikely and also explains the unanimity among
Sanskrit scholars. Verses on eka–s.t.aka, KB 19.3 and Maha–sƒivara–tri all refer to
the same feature, ama–nta Ma–gha new-moon at winter solstice (3000 BC), making
it a very robust conclusion. Impossibly large errors are needed to date these
references to 800 BC.Western Sanskrit scholars are unaware that their
interpretations lead to dates ranging from 3000 BC to 800 BC to 1200 AD.They
should have rejected AIT 80 years ago following Caland’s correct interpretation
of eka–s.t. aka but, unfortunately, were unaware that it led to 3000 BC.

ABBREVIATIONS

AB Aitareya Bra–hman.a AIT Aryan Invasion Theory
AMT Aryan Migration Theory AV Atharva Veda
ChU Chandogya Upanis.ad JB Jaiminiya Bra–hman.a
KB Kausƒitaki– Bra–hman.a MB Maha–bha–rata
PB Pan‚cavim. sƒa Bra–hman.a SƒB Sƒatapatha Bra–hman.a
SSS Sankhayana Srauta Su–tra TA Taittiri–ya Aranyaka
TB Taittiri–ya Bra–hman.a TS Taittiri–ya Sam. hita–

VP Vis.nu Pura–n.a

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. SƒƒƒƒƒB 11.1.1.7

;ks·lkS oS'kk[kL;kekokL;k rL;kekn/khr lk jksfg.;k lEi|r vkRek oS izKk jksfg.;kReU;soSrRiztk;ka
i'k q"k q izfrfr"BR;ekokL;k ok vkXU;k/k s;:ia rLeknekokL;k;kesokXuh vkn/khr
ikS.kZekL;keUokjHksrkekokL;k;ka nh{ksr
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He may lay down the fires on the new moon which falls in the (month) Vaisƒa–kha, for
that coincides with the Rohin. i

–
 (asterism); for the Rohin. i

–
 means the self, offspring and

cattle: he thus becomes established in a self, in offspring and cattle. But, indeed, the
new moon is the form of the Agnya–dheya: let him therefore lay down the fires at new
moon;—let him perform the preliminary ceremony at full moon, and the initiation
ceremony at new moon.

2. SƒƒƒƒƒB 11.1.2.13

l vkftl`rkesd% ; ,oa fo}kafL=ka'kra o"kkZf.k ;trs rLeknq f=a'kreso o"kkZf.k ;tsr ;|q nk{kk;.k;Kh
L;knFkks vfi i×pn'kSo o"kkZf.k ;tsrk=k áso lk lEiRlEi|rs }s fg ikS.kZekL;kS ;trs }s vekokL;s
v=kks ,o [kyq lk lEiHnofr

He who, knowing this, offers (the Full and New-moon sacrifice) for thirty years,
becomes one of the race-runners, whence one ought to offer sacrifice for not less than
thirty years. But if he be a performer of the Da–ks.a

–yana sacrifice, he need only offer
for fifteen years, for therein that perfection is brought about, since he performs (every
month) two Full-moon and two New-moon offerings, and thus that perfection is indeed
brought about therein.

3. TS 7.5.6

Having made up the months with the six-day periods they leave out a day, for
they behold the months with the six-day periods. Having made up the months with
the half-months, they leave out a day for they behold the months by the half-months.
Having made up the months by the new moon night, they leave out a day, for they
behold the months by the new moon night. Having made up the months by the
full moon night, they leave out a day, for they behold the month by the full moon
night.

4. SƒƒƒƒƒB 13.2.6.11

d m fLoTtk;rs iqufjfr pUnzek oS tk;rs iqujk;qjsokfLeaLr)Ùk%

‘Who is it that is born again?’—it is the moon, doubtless, that is born again (and -
again): vitality they thus bestow on him.
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5. AB 8.28

panzek ok vekoL;k;kekfnR;&

euqizfo'kfr lks·rohZ;rs r= futkZuafr ;nk oS fez;rs vFkkZr

/khZ;rs mFkSua u futkZukfr l cwz;kPpanzelks ej.ks f}"kUes fez;rka lksr/khZ;rka ra ek fuKkZfl"kqfjfr

The moon at the conjunction enters into the sun; it is concealed; men do not perceive
it. When a man dies, then he is concealed, then men do not perceive him. He should
say at the death of the moon ‘Let my enemy die, let him be concealed, may they not
perceive him.’ …

vkR;kfnR;k}S panzek tk;rs ra n`"V~ok czw;kPpanzek tk;rks ek es

f}"ku~ tU;r ,oa ijk³~ izft/;fRoR;rks gSo ijk³~ eft/;kfr

From the sun is the moon born. Having seen it he should say ‘let the moon be born;
let not my enemy be born; far hence may he hasten away.’ Far hence he hastens
away…

6. ChU 5.10.1-4

r| bRFka fon`% ;s esps·j.;s J)k ri bR;qiklrs rs·fpZ"ka vfHklaHkofUr vfpZ"kks·g% và
vkiw;Zek.ki{ka vkiw;Zek.ki{kk|kU"kMqn³~³fr eklkaLrku~

Those who know this, and also those who, in the forest, meditate upon faith and
penance, go to light; from light to day; from day to the Bright Fortnight; from the
Bright Fortnight to those six months during which the Sun rises northwards.

elksH;% laoRlja laoRljknkfnR;a vkfnR;kPpUnzela pUnzelks fo|qra rRiq#"ks·ekuo% l ,ukUczã
xe;fr ,"k nso;ku% iUFkk bfr

From these months to the Year ; from the Year to the Sun : from the Sun to the Moon;
from the Moon to Lightning.- There lies a Person, not human; he carries them to
Brahman, This is the Path of Divinities.

vFk ; bes xzke b"VkiwrsZ nÙka bR;qiklrs rs /kwea vfHklaHkofUr /kweknzkf=a jk=sjiji{ka
viji{kk|kU"kM~nf{k.kSfr eklkaLrku~ uSrs laoRlja vfHkizkIuqofUr

And those who, living in villages, meditate upon sacrifices and works of public utility
and charity, -pass on to Smoke; from Smoke to Night; from Night to the Darker
Fortnight; from the Darker Fortnight to those months during which the Sun moves
Southwards ; from there they do not reach the year.

eklsH;% fir`yksda fir`yksdknkdk'ka vkdklkPpUnzela ,"k l~¬vks jktk rísokuka vUua ra nsok
Hk{k;fUr

From the months, (they go) to the Region of the Fathers : from the Region of the
Fathers to A–ka–sƒa; from A–ka–sƒa to the Moon. That is Soma the King. That is the food
of the Deities. This the Deities eat.
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7. KB 19.3

l oS ek?kL; vekokL;k;ke~ miolR;~ mnUu~ vkoRL;Zu~ mi bes olfUr izk;.kh;su vfrjk=s.k
;{;ek.kk% rn~ ,ue~ izFkee~ vkIuqofUr re~ prqfo±'ksu vkjHkUrs rn~ vkjEHk.kh;L; vkjEHk.kh;Roa
l "k.k~ eklku~ mnUu~ ,fr re~ Å¬oSZ% "kMgSj~ vuq;fUr l "k.k~ eklku~ mnfUuRok fr"Brs
nf{k.kk vkoRL;Zu~ mi bes olfUr oS"kqorh;su vàk ;{;ek.kk% rn~ ,ue~ f}rh;e~ vkIuqofUr
l "k.k~ eklku~ nf{k.kk ,fr re~ vko`ÙkS% "kMgSj~ vuq;fUr l "k.k eklku~ nf{k.ksRok fr"Br
mnUu~ vkoRL;Zu~ mi bes olfUr ekgkozrh;su vàk ;{;ek.kk% rn~ ,ue~ r`rh;e vkIuqofUr
re~ ;r~ f=j~ vkIuqofUr =s/kk fofgrks oS laoRlj% laoRljL; ,o vkg~;S rn~ mr ,"kk vfHkxh;rs
vgksjk=kf.k fon/kn~ Å.kkZdk bo /kh;Z% "k.k~ eklks nf{k.kk vkfnR;% "kM~ mnUu~ ,fr lw;Z bfr
"kM~M~ á~ ,"k eklku~ mnUu~ ,fr "kM~ nf{k.kk ---

On the new moon of Ma–gha he rests, being about to turn northwards; these also rest,
being about to sacrifice with the introductory Atira–tra; thus for the first time they
obtain him; on him they lay hold with the Caturvim. sƒa; that is why the laying hold rite
has its name. He goes north for six months; him they follow with six-day periods in
forward arrangement. Having gone north for six months he stands still, being about
to turn southwards; these also rest, being about to sacrifice with the Vis.uvant day;
thus for the second time they obtain him. He goes south for six months; him they
follow with six-day periods in reverse order. Having gone south for six months he
stands still, being about to turn north; these also rest, being about to sacrifice with
the Maha–vrata day; thus for the third time they obtain him. In that they obtain him
thrice, and the year is in three ways arranged, verily (it serves) to obtain the year. With
regard to this this sacrificial verse is sung, ‘Ordaining the days and nights like a
cunning spider for six months south constantly for six north the sun goeth.’ For six
months he goes north, six south …

8. SƒƒƒƒƒB 9.1.1.44

rnkgq% dFkeL;Srpr#fnz;a egnqDFkekIuksfr dFka egrksDFksu lEi|r bfr ;kU;ewfu
i×pfoa'kfr;Ztwa";fHkrks·'khrh% l i×pfoa'k vkRek ;= ok vkRek rnso f'kjLrRi{kiqpkU;Fk ;k
v'khr;% lSok'khrhukekfIrj'khfrfHkfgZ egnqDFkek[;k;rs·Fks ;nw/oZe'khfrH;ks ;nsoknks egr vDFkL;ks/
oZe'khfrH; ,rnL; rnsoeq gkL;Srpr#fnz;e~ egnqDFkekIuksR;soa egrksDFksu lEi|rs

As to this they say, ‘How does this Satarudriya of his attain to (conformity with) the
Great Litany?— how does it correspond to the Great Litany?’ Well, those twenty-five
formulas which there are on both sides of the eighties, they are the twenty-five-fold
body; and where the body (of the altar-bird) is, that (includes) the head, and the wings
and tail. And what eighties (of formulas) there are (in the Satarudriya), thereby indeed
the (corresponding) eighties (of the Mahad uktham) are obtained, for by eighties the
Great Litany is recited. And what there is (in the Satarudriya) after the eighties that
is for him the same as what there, in the Great Litany, is after the eighties; and in this
way this Satarudriya of his attains to (conformity with) the Great Litany; in this way
it corresponds to the Great Litany.
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9. SƒƒƒƒƒB 10.2.5.15

vFk =h.;gkU;qikfr;fUr ;ng% 'kr#fnz;a tqgksfr ;ng#iolFkks ;ng% izlqrLr|Ùks"og%

lwilnk pjfUr rkfu rL; eklL;kgksjk=k.;Fk ;RizoX;sZ.k rnq rfLeUùrkokfnR;a izfr"Bki;R;srkokUoS

=;ksn'lq ekls"kq dke% lIrLo`rq"kq r|kokaL=;ksn'klq ekls"kq dke% lIrLo`rq"kq ra

rRloZekRekuefHklafpuqrs

And in addition to these there are three days1, to wit, the day on which he performs
the Satarudriya offering, the day of preparation, and the day on which the Soma is
pressed. When they perform the Upasad on these days, these (days) are the days and
nights of that (thirteenth, or intercalary) month: and when (they perform) the Pravargya,
he thereby establishes yonder sun also in that (seventh) season,—so long, indeed,
desire (lasts) in the thirteen months and the seven seasons: he thus builds for himself
a body so as to obtain all of whatever desire there is in thirteen months and seven
seasons.

[After the twenty-eight days of the twelfth month two days remain to make up the year,
so that the (first) Sutya– day (pressing day) takes place after the expiry of a full year]
(Eggeling’s comment)

10. KB 5.1

vFk vr'k~ pkrqekZL;kuka pkrqekZL;kfu iz;q×tku% QkYxqU;ke~ ikS.kZekL;ke~ iz;q³~äs eq[ke~ ok

,rr~ laoRljL; ;r~ QkYxquh ikS.kZeklh eq[ke~ mÙkjs QYxw iqPNe~ iwosZ rn~ ;Fkk izo`ÙkL;

vUrkS lesrkS L;krka ,oe~ ,o ,rkS laoRljL; vUrkS lesrkS rn~ ;r~ QkYxqU;ke~ ikS.kZekL;ke~

oSÜonsosu ;tsr eq[kr ,o rl~ laoRlje~ izh.kkfr ---

Next as to the four-monthly sacrifices, he who prepares the four-monthly sacrifices
begins on the full moon night in the Pha–lgun. i

–
s. The full moon night in the

Pha–lgun. i
–
s is the beginning of the year; the latter two Phalguns the beginning, the

former two the end. Just as the two ends of what is round may unite, so these two
ends of the year are connected. In that he sacrifices with the Vaisƒvadeva sacrifice on
the full moon night in the Pha–lgun. i

–
s, verily thus at the beginning he delights the

year…

11. SƒƒƒƒƒB 6.2.2.18

r}S QkYxqU;keso ,"kk g laoRljL; izFkek jkf=;ZRQkYxquh ikS.kZeklh ;ksÙkjS"kksÙkek ;k iwokZ eq[kr

,o rRlaoRljekjHkrs

And furthermore, at the Pha–lgun.  (full moon), for that full moon of Pha–lgun. , that is,
the second (Pha–lgun. ), is the first night of the year; and that first (Pha–lgun. ) is the last
(night of the year): he thus begins the year at the very mouth (beginning).
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12. SƒƒƒƒƒB 2.1.2.3

,rk g oS izkP;S fn'kks u P;oUrs lokZf.k g ok vU;kfu u{k=kf.k izkP;S fn'kÜP;oUrs
rRizkP;kesokL;Srfí';kfgrkS HkorLrLekRÑfÙkdkLokn/khr

And again, they do not move away from the eastern quarter, whilst the other asterisms
do move from the eastern quarter. Thus his (two fires) are established in the eastern
quarter: for this reason he may set up his fires under the Kr. ttika–s.

13. TS 4.4.10

“(Thou art) Kr. ttika–s, the Naks.atra, Agni, the deity; ye are the radiances of Agni, of
Praja–pati, of the creator, of Soma; to the Re thee, to radiance thee, to the shining thee,
to the blaze thee, to the light thee.

(Thou art) Rohin. i
–
 the Naks.atra, Praja–pati the deity; Mr.gasƒirs.a the Naks.atra, Soma the

deity; Ardra the Naks.atra, Rudra the deity; the two Punarvasus the Naks.atra, Aditi the
deity; Tisya the Naks.atra, Br.haspati the deity; the Asƒresas the Naks.atra, the serpents
the deity; the Ma–ghas the Naks.atra, the fathers the deity; the two Pha–lgun. i

–
s the

Naks.atra, Aryaman the deity; the two Pha–lgun. i
–
s the Naks.atra, Bhaga the deity; Hasta

the Naks.atra, Savitr.  the deity; Citra the Naks.atra, Indra the deity; Sva–ti the Naks.atra,
Va–yu the deity; the two Visƒakhas the Naks.atra, Indra and Agni the deity; Anura–dha–
the Naks.atra, Mitra the deity; Rohin. i

–
 the Naks.atra, Indra the deity; the two Viçrts the

Naks.atra; the fathers the deity; the A– sa–d.as the Naks.atra, the waters the deity; the
A– sa–d.as the Naks.atra, the All-gods the deity; Sƒrona the Naks.atra, Vis.n.u the deity;
Sƒravis. t.ha– the Naks.atra, the Vasus the, deity; Sƒatabhisaj the Naks.atra, Indra the deity;
Pros. t.hapada–s the Naks.atra, the goat of one foot the deity; the Pros. t.hapada–s the
Naks.atra, the serpent of the deep the deity; Revati

–
 the Naks.atra, Pus.an the deity; the

two Asƒvayujs the Naks.atra, the Asƒvins the deity; the Apabharan. is the Naks.atra, Yama
the deity.
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14. TS 5.3.9

For all the gods is the fire piled up; if he were not to put (them) down in unison, the
gods would divert his fire; in that he puts (them) down in unison, verily he piles them
in unison with himself; he is not deprived of his fire; moreover, just as man is held
together by his sinews, so is the fire held together by these (bricks). By the fire the
gods went to the world of heaven; they became yonder Kr. ttikas; he for whom these
are put down goes to the world of heaven, attains brilliance, and becomes a resplendent
thing. He puts down the circular bricks; the circular bricks are these worlds; the
citadels of the gods are these worlds; verily he enters the citadels of the gods; he is
not ruined who has piled up the fire. He puts down the all-light (bricks); verily by them
he makes these worlds full of light; verily also they support the breaths of the
sacrificer; they are the deities of heaven; verily grasping them he goes to the world
of heaven.

15. AB 4.18

,dfoZ'kesrng#i;afr fo"kqoara e/; laoRljL;Srsu oS nsok( ,dfoZ'ksukfnR;a L=xkZ; yksdk;ksn;NaRl
,"k bfr ,dfoZ'kLrL; n'kkoLrkngkfu fnokdhR;ZL; Hkoafr] n'k ijLrkUe/; ,dfoZ'k mHk;rks
fojkft izfrf"Br( mHk;rks fg ok ,"k fojkft izfrf"Br LrLekns"kksarjsekaYyksdkU;= O;Fkrs- rL;
oS nsok vkfnR;L; LoxkZYyksdknoikrkn fcHk;qLra f=fHk% LoxSZyksZdSjoLrkRizR;qÙkHuqou~Lrksek oS
=;% LoxkZ yksdkLrL; ijkpks mfrikrknfcHk;qLra f=fHk% LoxSZyksdS% ijLrkRizR;LrEuqou Lrksek
oS =;% LoxkZ dksdkLr R=;ks voLrkRlIrn'kk Hkoafr( =;% ijLrkUe/; ,"k ,dfoZ'k mHk;r%
LojlkefHk?k`Zr( mHk;rks fgok ,"k LojlkefHk?k~ZrLrLekns"kksarjseka&YyksdkU;UU O;;rs- rL; oS
nsok vkfnR;L; LoxkZYyskdknoikrkn&fcHk;qLra ijeS% LoxSZykSdSjoLrkRizR;qÙkHkqoURLrksek oS
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ijek% LoxkZ yksdkLrL; ijkpks mfrikukn fcvHk;qLra ijeS% LoxSZ yksZdS% ijLrkr~
izR;&LrHkqoURLrksek oS ijek% LoxkZ yksdkLRR=;ks moLrkRlIrn'kk Hkoafr] =;% ijLrkÙs }kS }kS
lai|R=;ÜorqfL='kk Hkoafr] prqflZ='kks oS LrksekukeqÙkeLrs"kq ok ,"k ,rn/;kfgrLrifr( rs"kq
fg ok ,"k&,rn/;kfgrLrikrs- l ok ,"k mÙkjks mLekr~ loZLekn~ Hkwrk˜fo";r% loZesosnefrjksprs
;fnna fdapksÙjks Hkofr- ;LeknqÙkjks cqHkw"kfr rLeknqÙkjks Hkofr ; ,oa osn AA18AA

They perform the ekavim. sƒa day, the Visƒuvant, in the middle of the year ; by the
ekavim. sƒa the gods raised up the sun to the world of heaven ; it is here the ekavim. sƒa;
below this Diva–ki

–
rtya are ten days, ten above ; in the middle is the ekavim. sƒa resting

on both sides in the Vira–j, for on both sides does he find support in the Vira–j. Therefore
he going between these worlds does not shake. The gods were afraid of this A– ditya
falling down from the world of heaven ; him with three worlds of heaven from below
they propped up ; the three worlds of heaven are the Stomas. They were afraid of his
falling away up; him with three worlds of heaven from above they propped up; the
three worlds of heaven are the Stomas. Thus below there are three Saptadasƒa (Stomas),
three above; in the middle is the ekavim. sƒa on both sides supported by the Svara
Samans, for he is supported on both sides by the Svara Samans. Therefore he going
between these worlds does not shake. The gods were afraid of this A– ditya falling from
the world of heaven; him with the highest worlds of heaven they propped up from
below; the highest worlds of heaven are the Stomas. They were afraid of his falling
away up; him with the highest worlds of heaven they propped up from above; the
highest worlds of heaven are the Stomas. Thus there are three Saptadasƒa (Stomas)
below, three above. Making them up by twos they are three Catustrim. sƒas; the
Catustrim. sƒa is the highest of the Stomas. Placed over these it gives heat, for he placed
over these gives heat. He is higher than all this that has been and will be ; he shines
over all this whatever there is here ; he is higher ; thus he becomes who knows thus
higher than he than whom he desires to be higher.

16. AB 5.28

vlkS ok vL;kfnR;ks ;wi% i`fFkoh osfnjks"k/;ks cfgZoZuLir; b/ek vki% izks{k.;ks fn'k% ifj/k;ks-

The sacrificial post is yonder sun, the altar the earth, the strew the plants, the kindling
wood the trees, the sprinkling waters the waters, the enclosing sticks the quarters…

17. AV 4.24.4

;; o'kkl _"kHkkl m{k.ks ;LeS eh;Urs Lojo% LofoZnsA

;LeS 'kqØ% iors czã'kqfEHkr% l uks eq×pRoagl%AA

To whom (belong) the cows, the bulls, and the oxen, for whom, as sun-finder, the
sacrificial stakes are erected, for whom bright (soma) is purified, beautified with
formulated speech-let him (Indra) release us from distress.
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18. KB 3.1

;n~ n'kZ iw.kZ ekl;ksj~ miolfr u g ok vozrL; nsok gfoj~ vÜufUr rLekn~ miolfr
mr es nsok gfoj~ vÜuh;qj~ bfr iwokZe~ ikS.kZeklhe~ miolsn~ bfr iS³~X;a mÙkjke~ bfr dkS"khrda
;ke~ i;ZLre;e~ mRlisZn~ bfr lk fLFkfr% iwokZe~ ikS.kZeklhe~ miolsn~ vfuKkZ; iqjLrkn~
vekokL;k;ke~ pUnzela ;n~ miolfr rsu iwokZe~ izh.kfr ;n~ ;trs rsu mÙkjka mÙkjke~
miolsFk~ mÙkjke~ m g oS leqnzks fotrs lksee~ vuq nSora ,rn~ oS nso lR;e~ ;p~ pUnzek%
rLekn~ mÙkjke~ miolsFk~

In that he fasts at the new and full moon it is because the gods do not eat the oblation
of him who does not perform the fast. Therefore he fasts (desiring) ‘May the gods
eat my oblation’. ‘On the first full moon (day) should he fast’ is the view of Paingya;
‘on the second’ that of Kaus. itaki–; ‘that on which the moon appears full about the
setting of the sun’ is the rule; he should fast on the second full moon day. In that
he fasts on the new moon day not discerning the moon in the east, thereby he delights
the first (new moon day); in that he sacrifices, thereby, the second. He should fast
on the second; on the second the ocean swells in accordance with the moon, its deity.
The moon is the truth of the gods; therefore he should fast on the second.
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